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RE:NEW Releases Its Fourth Issue of RE:NEW Magazine
Theme focuses on the Church, “The Bride of Christ”

ROWLAND HEIGHTS, Calif., April 8, 2015 --- RE:NEW has launched its fourth issue of
RE:NEW Magazine on the topic of the church, “The Bride of Christ”. Today’s culture is
fascinated by sacred places and is desperate for community, but there has hardly been a time
such as this (aside from times of religious persecution) when the Church has been so ill
received. Separation of church and state has quickly become a move for separation of church
and God, and young people today are leaving the church in droves.
This year’s issue seeks to bring readers a fresh perspective on the church and to rekindle a love
for the body of Christ, as it will be centered around the church and the church body. Integrating
biblical/theological definitions of the church alongside integrative and (embodied) experiences of
church life and Christian community, RE:NEW hopes that this issue will bring healing,
reconciliation, and an abiding affection for church communities today.
RE:NEW Magazine is an annual magazine that is a collaboration between volunteer writers and
designers who contribute their own personal stories, insights, and talents, to share how Jesus
Christ has and can impact lives. The magazine has a large subscription base throughout the
state of California and a sizable following from the surrounding states. It is most widely
circulated in the local community, in educational institutions, and in churches, and is also being
made available in Hong Kong, China.

RE:NEW a Presence movement

RE:NEW a Presence movement is the youth and young adult initiative of Presence Quotient® a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit organization. It aims to partner with churches to mobilize a generation of youth and young
adults to live with purpose in pursuing spiritual maturity, realizing their God-given gifts, and bridging the
cultural and generation gap. RE:NEW, which started in 2011, is based in Southern California and works
alongside Presence and its other initiatives. For more information, visit www.RenewTheResponse.org.
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